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What do Research Staff do Next Project?
Tipping Points for Research Staff
• Short-term contracts - Uncertainty
• Restricted mobility – Personal commitments
• Academic research within itself is not a sustainable career

Commonalities for many

researchers worldwide

• Limited opportunities for progression

Subjective Tipping Points
• Did some Research Staff feel that they would not ‘fit’ as a future research leader?
• Are there certain behaviours/ traits that are perceived or purported to be the ‘right’ qualities
• Does this put people with introverted behaviours at a natural disadvantage?

Definition
Introvert

Extrovert

NOUN.

NOUN.

1. A shy, reticent person.

1. An outgoing, socially confident person.

1.1 Psychology A person predominantly

1.1 Psychology A person predominantly

concerned with their own thoughts and

concerned with external things or objective

feelings rather than with external things.

considerations.

Compare with extrovert

Compare with introvert.

Caveat – Confidence could still be a factor irrespective of introversion-extroversion
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com

Meyers Briggs – Introversion (I) vs. Extroversion (E)
Refers to how individuals are energised
Introversion

Energy

Extroversion

• Although an individual’s preference may not always be an indicator for their behaviour
• Recognising this about oneself can be invaluable in self-directing ones own personal development
• Also a useful tool for others to recognise that an individuals preference may influence their
behaviours

Meyers Briggs Type Indicator
Logically the benefits of understanding ‘Types’ and ‘Preferences’ are that
- Individuals require different approaches in their work
- Individuals may have different strengths and weaknesses
- Understanding this can enhance productivity/relationships within teams
- How does it help the individual in terms of their own professional development?
Do our staff development programmes and appraisal processes recognise and value
individuality within the workplace?
What behaviours are indicative of the potential for future success?

Who defines a Successful Researcher?
“junior researchers who are quiet, shy, reticent or polite can be denied opportunities regardless of

their abilities as researchers”*
*Ref 119 in ‘House of Commons (2014) Great Britain Parliament Select Committee on Science and Technology. Women in Scientific Careers, 6th Report of the Select
committee on Science and Technology. London: Stationery Office (HC Paper; 701 Session 2013-14)’

There is an increasing requirement for organisations to provide evidence for their
good practice surrounding the support for the career development of researchers
• HR Excellence in Research
• Athena SWAN
Institutions are increasingly expected to provide destination data for their alumni

What do Institutions want that data to reflect?
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Altering Perceptions

Final Thought(s)
“Sometimes people carry to such perfection the mask that they have assumed that
in due course they actually become the person they seem”
- W. Somerset Maugham, The Moon and Sixpence

“Remember always that you not only have the right to be an individual, you have an
obligation to be one.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt
Thank you for your attention

